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Abstract—Recent theoretical research has shown that ocean
currents and wind interact to disperse seeds over long distances
among isolated landmasses. Dispersal of seeds among isolated
oceanic islands, by birds, oceans and man, is a well-known
phenomenon, and many widespread island plants have traits
that facilitate this process. Crucially, however, there have been
no mechanistic vector-based models of long-distance dispersal
for seeds among isolated oceanic islands based on empirical
data. Here, we propose an experimental methodology and
present a novel sensor platform to circumvent these limitations
and directly estimate a mechanistic, vector-based model of seed
dispersal in the ocean.

We have developed seed analogues, or pseudoseeds, outfitted
with wireless sensor technology that will enable high-fidelity
tracking as they disperse across large distances in the ocean.
The pseudoseeds are precisely designed to mimic actual seed
buoyancy and morphology enabling realistic and accurate,
vector-based dispersal models of ocean seed dispersal over vast
geographic scales.

I. INTRODUCTION

The oceanographic community has an increasing desire for
persistent observation platforms that are able to stay on de-
ployment for long time periods (months to years). Propeller-
driven vehicles are adequate for rapid data collection, but
are limited in endurance and spatial coverage. Vehicles with
minimal actuation have been developed, facilitating energy
savings and offering increased endurance to study dynamic
features, see e.g., [1]. Although such vehicles have a longer
endurance, their motion is determined primarily by ocean
currents rather than their own control.

Cain et al, has shown that ocean currents and wind interact
to disperse seeds over long distances among isolated land-
masses [2]. Seed migration between oceanic islands by birds,
oceans, and humans are well-known dispersal phenomenon,
and many island plant species have traits that facilitate
these migrations [3]–[6]. For example, ocean dispersal is
responsible for over 78% of plant colonists arriving on the
volcanic island of Surtsey, highlighting the importance of
this vector for island colonization. Although we know that
buoyant seeds of many coastal plants have dispersed long
distances to colonize isolated islands, remarkably little is
known about the long distance dispersal (LDD) of seeds

in oceanic environments; there have been no mechanistic,
vector-based models of oceanic LDD based on empirical data
[2]–[4], [7], [8].

Fig. 1: An single image of actual coconut (left), and the
associated 3D reconstruction (right) of the same coconut used
to design the shell for the pseudoseed.

To gather the empirical data for the study of oceanic LDD,
we propose to design a sensor platform as a seed analogue,
that mimicks the morphology of a LDD seed candidate. The
candidate chosen is Cocos Nucifera, as seen in Fig. 1. It has
been shown that Cocos Nucifera, i.e., coconuts, can remain
buoyant and fertile after long periods of time floating in the
ocean [9]. Even coconuts that became water logged remained
buoyant, but floated slightly below the sea surface. The
authors are currently conducting a follow-on study to support
these findings; seeds have been floating in salt and fresh
water since 5 November 20131. The proposed pseudoseed
must also be able to remain at sea for long periods (>1 year),
while continually transmitting location data for tracking their
LDD to build an empirical, vector-based model for the LDD
process. In this paper, we present a detailed design of a long-
duration sampling platform and an experimental procedure
for the study of ocean currents as a vector for the LDD of
seeds over vast geographic scales.

1At the time of submission of this manuscript, the seeds have been floating
for more than 4 months



II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Until recently, LDD theory has been considered irrelevant
due to the emergence of vicariance biogeography theory [8],
which suggests that for island landmasses to have present a
plant species, it must have been in extremely close proximity,
or have directly broken off a landmass that was a natural
carrier of the plant species [10]. Ancestral area reconstruction
of certain phylogenies has shown that this is not true and
that vicariance theory can not be the only means for plant
migration [10]. Recent work has suggested that LDD largely
affects invasion and migration rates [8]. It is currently only
hypothesized that LDD in the ocean can be represented as
a fat tailed dispersal kernel, see the representation in Fig. 2.
Note that the a significant number (> 80%) do not disperse
a distance of more than 10 m, implying that only a small
percentage of dropped seeds actually make it off of their
original beach. Further, the fat tail of the dispersal kernel
may only comprise 1% of the total dropped seeds, but this
percentage remains constant after some threshold distance
from shore. These data are difficult to obtain because 1) LDD
is rare and stochastic in nature, and 2) reconstructing past
patterns of LDD is difficult in most organisms.

Fig. 2: A representation of a fat tailed dispersal kernel for
seeds of coastal plants that remain buoyant for long time
periods immersed in the ocean.

Usually, biogeographical research is used only as a narra-
tive addition to phylogenetic studies and lacks the scientific
rigour other research fields are accustomed to [10]. In certain
cases, including that of LDD, when the research questions
can be formed as a hypothesis, the scenario can be tested [10].
In the case of LDD, there is currently no platform capable of
carrying out this study. No empirical data has been presented
to support LDD theory. Instead the hypothesis exists to
explain facts formed from ancestral area reconstructions
methods, and other biological methods [10].

Cocos nucifera, the coconut palm, is an ideal seed source
for this study. The seed is large in size, and it has been
found on the beaches of multiple continents. The coconut
palm morphology is an ideal candidate platform for housing

significant battery storage, different sensors, and maintaining
buoyancy. An example location for the observed effects of
LDD is within the Pacific Ocean and Coral Sea between
Fiji and Australia for Cocos Nucifera [5], as well as other
plants [4], see Fig. 3. Here, plant geneticists have shown
direct links between coconut trees in Fiji and those growing
among islands within the Great Barrier Reef [5].

Fig. 3: The geographic location of Fiji relative to Australia
representing the scale required for the study of oceanic LDD.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

The primary design constraint for the pseudoseed is the
ability to carry enough on-board power to track position
and gather important oceanographic data over the course
of a deployment lasting longer than one year. This system
must be capable of identifying and transmitting location,
along with other important science e.g., acceleration, heading,
temperature and/or salinity data.

Salinity and temperature information are standard oceano-
graphic measurements for any sensor platform. Accelerom-
eter information, along with magnetic heading can be used
to gather information about wave height, wave period and
migration direction. These components can also be combined
with ocean models to predict a coconut’s path. The ability
to monitor O2, pH, chlorophyll, and/or turbidity would also
be ideal measurements contributing to ocean science. The
major factor in sensor selection and implementation was cost.
Proper LDD studies will require a large population of seeds
(>100). Also, we must expect that some seeds will get lost
during the study. Here, we propose a realistic budget that
each seed costs less than $1, 000.

A. Shell Design

The pseudoseed shell must house electrical components,
must be waterproof, accessed easily, and also must properly
mimic the morphology of the coconut. The center of mass
(CG) of our system must also match that of our design.
This means all electrical equipment placement must allow
the pseudoseed to maintain the same center of buoyancy
(CB) as the natural coconut counterpart. A major focus in the
shell design is cost. A cheaper design will allow for a larger
number to be constructed and deployed. To facilitate cost
effectiveness for the shell, we used a prefabricated watertight
container to house the electronics and batteries.
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Fig. 4: Exploded view of electronics, battery, polycarbonate housing, and pseudoseed shell.

As shown in (Fig 4), the prefabricated enclosure is secured
inside the outer shell, formed from closed-cell epoxy expand-
ing foam. This foam is very resilient to water absorption. For
our design the foam expands in a plaster mold derived from
a real coconut. A single longitudinal seam is secured with a
band of glass-re-enforced-plastic. It is oriented such that the
seal is above waterline under normal conditions. This design
allows for reuse of materials with the removal of the seed
material.

1) Modeling Real Coconuts: To understand how the phys-
ical characteristics of the coconut in the ocean would change
with respect to time, a small population of 16 actual coconuts
were used to conduct water adsorption studies. In Fig. 5, we
show the change in mass over time of these coconuts in salt
water (red), fresh water (blue), and ambient air (green). The
coconuts masses are compared on a relative scale, comparing
original mass (mo) to the mass over time for each seed (m)
as seen in Eqn. 1.

mr =
m

mo
(1)

These data show that each coconut placed in water adsorbs
water mass until it reached an absorption limit is reached
(see Fig. 5. Comparing the absorption of mass differences
between the fresh and salt water specimens, we see little dif-
ference between the absorption rates. There is some variance
across all the coconuts. Most specimens had a large gain
in mass initially slowing after approximately three weeks.

Fig. 5: Changes in relative mass over time for coconuts
immersed in salt water (red), fresh water (blue), and ambient
air (green) over time.

Three of the coconuts also began to absorb more water again
after this initial three week gain. As expected, the results also
show that the coconuts left out of the water lost mass. This
study is still ongoing and results are only preliminary. The
data gathered in this study support the findings presented in
[9].

For our design it was necessary to determine the CG and
CB of the coconut. The CG was calculated using moments
of inertia and basic inclining experiments as outlined in [11].
Due to the symmetric nature of the coconut, it was assumed
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Fig. 6: Visual SFM sparse 3D reconstruction process.

that the vertical center of mass was through the beginning
and end node of the coconut husk. The CB of the pseudoseed
was matched to the coconut that the design construction was
based from and adjusted through model testing at a 1 : 1

scale.

2) 3D Coconut Reconstruction: The primary objective
for performing 3D reconstructions is to accurately capture
the morphology of an actual coconut. Additionally, 3D re-
constructions were used to determine an accurate volume
of the coconuts throughout the absorption tests. The goal
of creating a mechanistic, vector-based model of LDD, by
oceanic surface currents relies heavily on having a pseu-
doseed resemble an actual coconut. Generating a 3D model
successfully enabled the creation of an accurate coconut
shell. A final 3D reconstruction of a representative coconut
is shown in Fig 1, alongside the seed it was modeled after.

The technique of photogrammetry was chosen as the
3D reconstruction process. Photogrammetry uses non-contact
imaging, such as photos by digital camera to collect optical
information for 3D model generation [12]. Visual SFM soft-
ware [13] was used to generate a photogrammetric coconut
model from coconut photos [12]. Visual SFM is very robust,
and requires no prior camera calibration. Internal calibration
is done within the software using the camera/lens parameters
from the EXIF tags in the jpeg photos. Figure 6 displays the
Visual SFM interface, with the recorded camera images and
associated poses.

Photogrammetry with monocular image data is a scale-
less method, therefore it was crucial to incorporate a known
dimension in the coconut photos. The represented range data
in the Visual SFM [13] is presented in point cloud format,
which contains no absolute scale. The point cloud format
requires no specific order and presents the 3D points collected
using a relative, 3D coordinate system. A line of length 5 cm

was marked on each coconut establishing an absolute scale
and dimension. This reference line was used to appropriately
scale each coconut model to the proper absolute dimensions
[12].

Using 3D reconstruction techniques from image data, vol-
umetric studies of two coconuts immersed in salt water were
conducted to observe changes.This study provided insight
on how the volume and surface area of the coconuts could
change during the time at sea. It was found for coconut A
(a larger coconut), that as the mass changed from 2, 077.5 g
to 2, 260.1 g, its volume also changed from 5, 520 cm3 to
5, 283 cm3. It was found for coconut 5 (a smaller coconut),
that as the mass changed from 848.3 g to 2, 109.9 g, and
the volume also changed from 2, 690 cm3 to 2, 800 cm3.
Unexpectedly, coconut A actually lost 5% of its original
volume. Both coconuts show that there is a significantly large
gain in mass with a negligible change in volume.

B. Sensors

While the main directive of this design was to create
a platform capable of monitoring the location of a device
with the morphology of a LDD seed candidate, other in-
formation could also be collected. However, accommodation
of sensors requires additional power. In our design, we
chose to accommodate a temperature sensor, and accelerom-
eter/magnetometer. Multiple sensors were evaluated for our
initial design, but were eliminated from the final design based
on cost and power constraints.

1) Location: For location, we chose to implement the
SPOT Connect GPS module. The SPOT Connect transmis-
sion coverage map confirms that the SPOT Connect is a
viable candidate for sending data from the pseudoseeds for
most oceanic environments across the globe [14]. The accu-
racy of the SPOT Connect is reported as 10 m. This accuracy
was experimentally validated through a series of experiments
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Fig. 7: Distance from the actual location of the device to the
recorded GPS reading. The different colors (red and green)
represent data collected on separate days.

Fig. 8: Location information gathered along a path from the
SPOT Connect device overlayed on a Google Maps image.
The diamonds represent specific locations of the device, with
the red pins the recorded GPS location.

relaying a GPS location multiple times and observing the
group variance. Fig 7 shows that the accuracy of the GPS
signal was 5 ± 3 meters radially. This variance is orders of
magnitude smaller than the scale on which LDD dispersal
is observed on (> 3, 000 km). Figure 8 shows a proof of
concept for the GPS, that was conducted by collecting a
track. This information, along with the magnetometer reading
allows for vector based heading and path observation.

To control the SPOT connect with a microcontroller,
an open source design option from Sparkfun was imple-
mented. SPOT Connect consists of a GPS receiver and
Satellite transceiver with a micro-controller and Bluetooth
module to allow it to receive custom text messages from the
users smart phone. The layout of the device allows for the
GPS/Satellite/Micro-controller portion to be separated and
the power and Bluetooth elements to be discarded. Spark-

fun supplied the development for the implementation of an
alternate power supply, and the control and communication
protocol [15].

2) Accelerometer: A 6-axis magnetometer/accelerometer
System-in-Package is utilized to gather motion data that can
be used to get wave spectra. The System-in-Package includes
±2 to 8 g scale-able, 3 degree-of-freedom acceleration and
±1.3 to 8 Gauss magnetometer output at 12-bit resolution.

3) Temperature: The psuedoseed is equipped to measure
ocean surface temperature with a silicon band-gap sensor.
The 12-bit output of the sensor gives a precision of 0.0625◦C
and the sensor has an accuracy of 0.5◦C [16]. In test-
ing, the sensor measured an average water temperature of
22.1610 ± 0.5◦C at 7.5 Hz sample rate. The temperature
of the water was measured with three control methods, an
Elmetron PT-105, a Comark C28 K-type thermocouple, and
a General Instruments T656 non-contact thermometer. The
controls measured 22.0±0.3◦C,22.1±0.2◦C and 22.4±2◦C
respectively. These compared well with the measurement
from the chosen silicon band-gap sensor.

C. Microcontroller

A central processor is necessary to collect data and ma-
nipulate it to suitable output formats. For this application,
the Atmel ATMega328p 8-bit microcontroller provides the
best balance of power efficiency, I/O features, computational
ability and memory, low cost, and low weight. Some features
of the ATMega328p include master/slave Serial-Peripheral
Interface (SPI), Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C/TWI), USART,
8-bit Pulse-Width-Modulation(PWM), and 8-channel 10-bit
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) hardware [17]. General
purpose pins enable integration of all aformentioned sensors,
as well as up to 3 additional sensors for future expansion or
alternate applications. An entire system diagram is shown in
Fig. 9.

The ATMega features five power save modes, with on-
the-fly clock pre-scale adjustment and an internal 8 second
watchdog timer. This allows the microcontroller to sleep for
8 seconds at 4.6 µA (3.3 V system voltage). The watch-
dog timer overflow interrupt triggers the microcontroller to
iterate a count variable every 8 seconds. The cost of the
ATMega328p is less than US$2 in small quantities. An
additional motivation for selecting this microcontroller is the
extensive community and open-source support available be-
cause of its implementation in the popular Arduino platform.

D. Battery

Initial power source studies examined the idea of imple-
menting an on-board power generation system along with
power storage. While the idea of implementing a system that
stores power from wave energy or solar energy is attrac-
tive, it would require additional circuitry, would introduce
significant uncertainties in function, and the opportunity for
potential error would compromise the stability of our design.
For this reason, it was determined that the pseudoseed design
would employ only batteries as the power source.
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Fig. 9: Pseudoseed function block diagram at subsystem level.

Fig. 10: Estimated power discharge profile of a battery over
the period of one week.

When active, the expected hourly power draw from the
pseudoseed is 58 mAh, and while in sleep mode, the expected
power draw is 180 pAh. For a 1-year deployment, this equates
to 22 Ah. We analyzed multiple battery types taking into
account self-discharge rate, duty cycles, and charge density.
The discharge profile of a battery over a period of one week
can be seen in Fig. 10. The Tadiran PulsesPlus Lithium
Thionyl Chloride cell of bobbin construction with sealed
hybrid layer capacitor was the best selection [18], as shown
through a year-long discharge profile in Fig. 11. Accounting
for internal self-discharge, the battery storage required is 26

Ah. A single D-cell battery with one integrated capacitor is
necessary to maintain our system for approximately 1.5 years
[19].

IV. DATA HANDLING

A. Processing

As previously mentioned, a microcontroller is used to
collect information from each sensor in the pseudoseed .

Fig. 11: Discharge profile of various battery designs. Note
that the Alkaline battery profile is hidden underneath the
Tadiran discharge line.

To optimize operating time, the SPOT Connect is instructed
to obtain a GPS coordinate fix while temperature and
accelerometer/magnetometer information is simultaneously
collected. The microcontroller then proceeds to process the
accelerometer data. The basic process for each data recording
cycle is presented in Algorithm 1. A standard full-size
SDHC memory card is used to back up high resolution
data throughout the duration of the mission. This provides
external memory the micro-controller may access and allows
for removal of a system log after the completion of the
mission. The waveform information, magnetic heading, and
average temperature data are then sent to the SPOT connect
for transmission to shore.

B. Accelerometer

Accelerometer data in the heave direction (vertical) can be
transformed and condensed using a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT). For the ATMega platform this is done using the
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Algorithm 1: Microcontroller Processing

1 BEGIN: Initialize components
2 while Battery level is OK do
3 Collect GPS;
4 Collect accelerometer;
5 Read temperature;
6 Process accelerometer data;
7 Write raw data to SD card;
8 Compile 41 character data packet;
9 Transmit data packet and location via SPOT;

10 Low-power sleep to timer interrupt;
11 end
12 Enter long sleep mode

modified code FixFFT [20]. Since the microprocessor is 8-bit,
to process the accelerometer as an FFT, the data need to be
split into groups of 128 data points as shown in Alg. 2. The
FFT, when coupled with time of collection, can be used to
determine the intensity (amplitude) of each wave frequency.
The significant wave height (Hs), defined as four times the
standard deviation of the square root of the zeroth-order
moment of the wave spectrum, can be determined from the
FFT information. Further, the peak wave period (Tp) can be
extracted from the accelerometer data.

Algorithm 2: Significant wave height analysis

1 Gather accelerometer data
2 Determine length of accelerometer data (L)
3 if L - 128 then
4 Concatenate with zeros so that L | 128;
5 end
6 Let n = L

128 ;
7 for j = 1, ... ,n do
8 Process FFTj ;
9 end

10 Average(FFT)n1 ;
11 Compute major modes;
12 Compute Hs, Tp;

This code will output the average FFT of multiple runs
of data. Each FFT is saved directly to the microSD card
where it can later be called during the data processing. With
a character limitation for the SPOT connect system, the FFT
is used to determine Hs and Tp so that only a few characters
need to be transmitted back to shore.

C. Transmission

One of the largest obstacles given the pseudoseed design
constraints was the need to transmit the collected data back
to shore. The SPOT Connect satellite communicator allows
for transmission of location along with a modifiable, 41-
character message. For this to work within the scope of our
design method, the SPOT Connect satellite communicator
must be modified to communicate with our microcontroller,

so that the microcontroller can control when the SPOT device
determines location via GPS, and can then package a message
for transmission that includes the necessary data.

The SPOT device draws 33 mAh when active, and at most
will require 10 minutes to determine location, and transmit
data. Since data transmission is limited to 41 characters, to
maximize data transmission, all information must be pro-
cessed into its smallest form. The 41 character limitation does
not include the GPS location [21]. For the current design, we
are using 3 characters for Hs, 3 for Tp, 4 for temperature,
3 for battery state, and 18 for the three major waveforms
computed from the FFT of accelerometry data. This leaves 10
additional characters for future sensor expansion, alternative
applications, or the transmission of additional resolution of
existing sensor data.

V. PROPOSED FIELD EXPERIMENTS

The motivation behind designing these pseudoseeds was to
create a vehicle capable of collecting data for LDD theory.
The study of LDD using pseudoseeds can be divided into two
phases. The first phase determines the threshold distance that
a seed must reach so that it is guaranteed not return to the
original beach. The second phase is the actual dispersal of
the seeds from this threshold distance across large expanses
of ocean.

The first phase will involve high-resolution tracking of
multiple coconuts’ locations to understand the return patterns
based off the distance each seed moves away from the beach.
Data for this component of the study will include location,
and wave spectrum information collected and transmitted
approximately every 10 minutes. This tracking data can be di-
rectly compared to fat tailed dispersal kernel representations,
similar to that presented in Fig. 2. This comparison can be
used to directly identify the threshold at which seeds will
continue to move away from their host beach. With a limited
population of seeds used in testing, and more than 80% of
the seeds returning to the original beach, returned seeds will
be collected, recharged, and sent back out to dramatically
increase the population size for this portion of the study.

The second phase will then release the full population of
pseudoseeds at or beyond the identified threshold distance
from the first phase. During this second phase, each seed
will only collect and transmit data once each day. Each
transmission will include the location, temperature, wave
spectrum, and battery level information as detailed earlier.
Upon the beaching of a seed, or nearing the extent of the
battery life, the seed will then be collected. Automated
detection of beaching is included in the accelerometer data
analysis, with a Come and get me message sent when landfall
is made.

If further data collection is necessary each seed can be
recharged, and prepared for another release. With the vector-
based data collected from these two phases, we will be able
to produce an empirical, mechanistic, vector-based model of
oceanic LDD. From this model we will be able to determine
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whether or not LDD theory supports the actual oceanic
migration patterns of coconuts and other seeds.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Here we proposed a design for a pseudoseed vehicle. The
design maintains the morphology of a pseudoseed, while also
collecting and transmitting the data necessary to perform
LDD theory studies. By modification to the SPOT transmit-
ter, we show the successful integration of data observation
mediums directly with transmission of that data on a global
platform. 128-bit resolution of the FFT data has proven to
provide excellent information on waveform intensity that
could be used for predictive path modelling.

This design platform is also very modifiable to be used for
different observation and analysis, with it’s only limitation
the fact that it’s migration is directly dependent on wind
and water currents. Other oceanic studies could easily be
implemented using this platform so long as the sensor only
needed to follow weather currents.

VII. FUTURE WORK

The major draw on duration of observation for this plat-
form is in the efficiency of the electronics design. Further
design efficiency can be reached by engineering a single
board electronics design. Additionally a CT sensor capa-
ble of recording ocean salinity and temperature would be
ideal for salinity studies, but is currently limited by price
for resolution. One option is through StarODI [22]. Other
interesting oceanic studies this platform could be used form
might implement a Geiger counter to observe ocean surface
radioactivity.

The hull design for this project is also somewhat function
limited. With a sealing process being necessary each time
the seed must be refitted for expedition. The design of a
mold for the fabrication of polycarbonate injection shell form
would be a fruitful venture for the large scale fabrication of
a more reusable hull. This would include a new seal design
that would be implemented above water, and would make
any modification to the electronics significantly easier.
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